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Happy New Year!
I have always loved the Rilke quote
above. It reminds me that each year
is a series of new possibilities. Few

“These practices turn you inward to find your own
divine Self. Being in your Self gives you strength
and steadiness in how you live in the world,
especially in these difficult, challenging times.”

years rival this one with respect to

These words, written by Gurudevi Nirmalananda, remind us

the gratitude I feel that we get to

of the true purpose of yoga, to know the bliss of your own

start over. This year has been full of

essence. Svaroopa yoga takes you directly there, with our

changes, and those changes have
yet to settle. However, our
community continues to be brave,
strong and resilient, and I am
confident that we are up to the
challenges of 2021. The knowledge
that we each contain an inner
sanctuary where we can find
reserves of peace, light and love,
brings me great hope. Wishing you
and yours a healthy, joyous start to
this new year!

powerful, but accessible spinal opening sequences. Let this
time of “staying put” be your starting point for an inward
adventure.

What’s Inside? All this and more…
Our Current

Program
Visit this article for
our current

offerings & plans.
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Discover yoga

nidra …
A traditional
community.
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Keep up with our evolution
www.blissnorth.com or like us on FB!

Our Current Program
As of the creation of this newsletter, our
program is 100% remote. Read ahead to see
where and when we will make the changes.

Safety first…
As you know, the Covid-19 pandemic ebbs and flows
in our community. St. Lawrence County is currently in
an expansion period, so the safest way for us to practice
right now is over the Zoom interface.

Solace, depth, community and tranquility
in your own living room…
There are also unexpected conveniences associated
with Zoom classes:
No winter driving. Yoga in your PJs. Linger in
Shavasana after class. Head into work with steadiness or
savor a home-based meditation. Use your practice as a
creative impulse for writing, making art or playing
music. Let your practice open your heart more fully to
your kids.

Getting Started…

You can also schedule a private online session to tweak
your home practice or get

For those who are already practicing with us online, we
will run the next session from January 10 to May 7,
2021. You can purchase your PunchPasses and reserve
your space in classes whenever you are ready. Visit
https://app.punchpass.com/org/10881/classes
If you are just starting with us online or trying
Svaroopa yoga for the first time, you are invited to join
us for one of our two FREE “Getting Started” classes:
Monday, January 4 from 8:00 am to 9:30 am
Friday, January 8 from 5:00 pm to 6:30 pm
In addition, current students who bring a new friend to
any of these classes can come along for free!

Bring a Friend!
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What will we be doing next?
We will be following the guidelines of health
professionals and developing our programs in
keeping with the needs and desires of our
students.

On February 21, we anticipate resuming some
form of in-person classes. By then, we will have
a new Covid Care plan, tailored to that
moment. The Sunday at 6 pm, Monday at 8 am
and Friday at 5 pm classes will remain remote
through May 7. The first in-person class to
resume will be Monday mornings at 10 am.
Currently, that class is full with previous
participants, unless something shifts with those
individuals or at the state level. The addition of
other in-person classes will be based on
demand, so please let us know what you are
looking for, and when you feel ready to come
back to class in-person. In the meantime, we
will continue our Zoom offerings and in-person
private sessions.

We anticipate resuming private sessions on
January 22. At that time, we will be seeing
clients who are practicing mask-wearing, social
distancing, and reducing exposure via travel or
socializing. Evidence of negative Covid tests
may be required for clients who have jobs where
exposure is an ongoing risk. We will continue
with disinfectant, and mask and face shield
protocols. We will also have our new air
purification system in place, which ensures that
we are doing everything we possibly can to
reduce exposure risk.

Spotlight on Yoga Nidra
Discover the restorative benefits of yogic sleep…
Samantha leads a 30minute yoga nidra
practice on
Wednesday
mornings at 5:45 am.
Start your midweek
off right with this
online immersion
into bliss.
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Yoga nidra is the traditional
term for “yogic sleep”. The
practice combines Shavasana (or
corpse pose) with guided
relaxation and breathing
practice. It is use to treat
insomnia, ease anxiety and
improve overall well-being.
Perfect for these times!
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Yogini in a PandemicRebecca
Old and New Patterns…

My fledglings have returned to the nest and we are all
negotiating new ways of being together. Sarah has a
full-time, living-wage job (yeah, every mama’s dream!)
coordinating an after-school tutoring program. She is
studying Hindi and tax preparation, and hopes to be
able to take her Fulbright Fellowship to India in
August. Aryn is on a gap year before staring Wellesley
College: working on a farm, writing a novel, and
thankfully, cooking a lot.

New Ways to Work…
Much of my time continues to be devoted to how to
maintain as much continuity for the studio as possible.
For those of you who have been out of touch, we have
done Zoom classes, outdoor classes, a brief stint of
masked and distanced indoor classes, and off and on
in-person private sessions. We continue to think
creatively about how to keep yoga happening in these
times.

Return to College Teaching…
I have taken a new job teaching in the First-Year
Program at St. Lawrence University. I mostly teach
communication skills and “adulting”, but I do get to
indulge in my intellectual passions with my course
topics. This fall, I taught “Seeding Hope:
Environmentalism, Sustainability and the Reclamation
of the Sacred”
where we started
and saved seeds,
made art and practiced yoga among other things. This
semester, I am teaching a course called “Eco-Pioneers”
in which I also get to teach both meditation and the
Bhagavad Gita. It keeps me busy, but my practices
keep me going. We are raising chickens and many,
many vegetables, which has been a joy of being at
home more.
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Svaroopa Yoga Online FAQs
Starting anything new is hard for most people.
It is even harder when you really have no idea
what to expect. Moving from an in-person to a
remote format for your yoga class involves a lot
of change, so I have addressed some concerns
and questions that others have floated my way
over the past few months, so that you, too, can
get your questions answered.
•

•

Zoom is available to everyone free of charge. You
simply click on the link and the software
downloads for you. I am available to talk anyone
through the process in advance if you would like.
The links are very secure, and we have a waiting
room feature that allows us to only admit those who
have registered. We have had 0 incidents of "Zoom
bombing" since we opened online in June.

•

Is Svaroopa® yoga safe to do online?
Yes, it is very safe. In fact, it is far safer than many
other online fitness/wellness offerings. Part of this
is the nature of the practice, but the Ashram also
has very stringent guidelines about what we can
and cannot teach online. Poses which require
precise alignments to maintain safety are
prohibited, in favor of highly effective poses that
are safer and more forgiving. We also have new
variations which do not require precise alignments.
Our online classes serve beginning, deeper,
continuing and gentle yogis. There is literally
something for everyone.

•

I am nervous about the new PunchPass
system.
The PunchPass system is really quite intuitive. We
have been using it since the fall, and most people of
all ages have found that, given a few simple
instructions, they can navigate it with no problem.
We have a video tutorial, but I am also happy to
help anyone sign up through the system
individually. PunchPass does not collect any
information about you, except your email address,
so that you can receive class links. They will not
market to you or require any ongoing subscription
from you.

•

What if I don’t have blankets or
blocks?
Not a problem. There are lots of options for folks
who do not have formal props. We do currently
have blankets for sale at the studio for those who
would like to have a set for home practice. We can
also rent you a set for a small security deposit.
However, for most people, sufficient propping can
be drummed up at home without the need to
purchase anything.

•

I am nervous about the Zoom platform.

If I buy a remote pass and then you
open up in-person classes, what
happens then?
The earliest that we will open up in-person classes
at this point is February 21st. If pandemic
conditions do, in fact, make that possible, passes
can easily be converted from remote access to inperson access.

•

What if the current class times do not
work for me?
Send us some suggestions and we will consider
them. Both Sam and I are also working other
jobs at the moment, so we have some
constraints on what we can offer. That said,
Zoom teaching does make some things easier,
so we are open to hearing about what might
serve you best.

Is this the beginning of a move to all
online yoga?/I want in-person yoga. If
I practice remotely, does it make it
likely that you will postpone returning
to in-person classes?
As I told the people who raised these concerns, the
short answer to both is no. Online yoga is here for
now. Societal trends suggest that it will likely
continue to be something people want. We will
resume some in-person classes as soon as we
believe it safe to do so. At that point, we will make
decisions about what serves the community best
going forward.
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